The Fourier transform of an unbounded spectral distribution is studied: An explicit integral representation is obtained; connections are drawn to the associated generalized scalar operator. It is proved that every generalized pseudo-hermitian operator is the infinitesimal generator of a temperate Ca group.
Introduction.
In [6] the author introduced a theory of unbounded spectral distributions in Banach spaces, and a corresponding theory of the generalized scalar operators which they represent. Properties of these objects were studied, culminating in a spectral mapping theorem [6, Theorem 4] . In this paper we study the Fourier transform of an unbounded spectral distribution, deriving an explicit integral representation, as well as growth estimates at infinity. The case of real support is considered in some detail, leading to the proof that every generalized pseudo-hermitian operator (i.e., generalized scalar with real spectrum) is the infinitesimal generator of a temperate group. This result generalizes the corresponding result for bounded operators proved in [5] .
In this paper, all definitions are as in [6] .
Integral representation of the Courier transform.
Theorem 1 (Extension of spectral distributions). Let T be a spectral distribution [6, Definition 2] in a Banach space X. Then (a) for each function jfrom the space PH(R2) of'C°° functions with bounded derivatives, and for each x e X, limit" Tiipx exists, where {q>n} is a sequence of test functions as in [6, Definition 2(c)].
(b) If we define Tfx = limit" Tfq> x for all x e X, then Tf is in the space y(X) of all bounded linear operators on X, and the correspondence f~*-Tf is a continuous linear mapping of ¿ß(R2) into ¿£(X).
(c) Tf=TfTJorallf,gemR2). Let f bea bounded subset of ¿M(R2). Then the set {fnffe^} is â (R2)-boundtd subset of ¿¿>(R2). Thus \\Tf<pJ are bounded; i.e., there is an M>0 such that || Tfll>nx\\ <JW||x|| for all x e X,fe JF, and n. Letting n-»oo, we get \\T,\\^M for all/e SF. Since ^(K2) is bornological [3, p. 222 ], the correspondence f-*Tf is continuous.
(c) !),,"* = limitmF/WriFVm.v = limit,,!),,,,,,,* = \im\tmTf9Tt9mx = Tf,pTgx. Taking the limit as «-»-co, we get Tfgx-TfTgx for all x e X.
(d) If {y>n} is another such sequence, then T"x-TfVnx=Tf(9n_v%)x. Since {f(<pn-y>J} is a ¿¿(/^-bounded subset of ^(iî2) for which the supports tend to infinity, the conclusion follows from the fact that T strongly vanishes to power 0 at infinity.
Remarks. For the function fe3fi(R2) which is identically 1, Tf=I, the identity operator in X, by the normalization condition on T [6, Definition 2(c)].
The extension of F to ^0(R2) (functions in 3I(R2) vanishing at infinity together with all derivatives) is unique as a continuous extension of T; and to ¿¡â(R2), unique as a multiplicative extension.
Since T is continuous with respect to the ¿M(R2) topology, it is tempered. Thus T has a Fourier transform T defined by the formula tv = T-for all q> e ,9'(R2)'=.^(R2). 
